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Source, cited: SWAN, POEMS AND PROSE POEMS, MARY OLIVER  

PART ONE.  

theme: things I’ve done foretold by poetry 

1. cited p.1: where to go and how to go about it on pilgrimage in Manchester, CT in circa 2014 

2. cited p.2: a reminder to look at scenery and-or do patrol. A reminder what would be the 

difference.  

3. cited p.3: where are the limits of knowledge 

4. cited p.4: a shawl’s effect used but forgotten about. 

5. cited p.5: sounds like a death state meditation and-or the experience of death 

6. cited p.6: the organ story of karma 

7. cited p.7: the actual magic of commercial  

[left-off here] 

 

 

Old Notes; Part Before One. Wrong goal in housing instead of getting off the streets; … 

 

 

|^ look what |^ 

|    says above| 

 

        | ^ this is a house?   
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Intellectual Housing Abstractions: Uh, compare sources and line to housing; uh is a house a 

source, and what do other sources tell us in in comparison to housing [i.e. about housing and 

housing problems].  

 

 

 

source, cited: Present Company, W.S. Merwin  

Part II. cited p. 4 : the phone call really explained [planes] 

                               

                    | 

                   \/ 

“sound” the phenology of what is easily skewed to be the practice of the phone call; but what it 

seems maybe instead is the utilize-able inebriation, of sound is a tool and not the main focus 

point of the call; perhaps now obvious; through phone call districting work; or for some other 

raiSon. The call is done through the tool especially being sound or a nearby equivalent for 

example if one were such impaired in hearing; and yet the focus on else, other.  

 

 


